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DesObiotiM or bentaffmo

Before tentative transfer 67-29 dated Dooember 17, 1980, tentative 
transfer dcmwta vone to be woompanied by oustanding work lists.  
However, theS, lists did not Include all outstanding dommaetation or 
outatandiag work. This nmoonfornmo applies to all tentative 
transfer$ an safety-related equipment/features completed before 
December, 1?, 1960.  

Safety Zmlicatimn 

The failure to identify all outstanding work or' doclametation could 
result in wacsseary work not being performed on safety-related 
systemS. The failure to complete all work could result in wazltiple 
failures of safety-related systems, thus endangering the safe 
operations of the plant.  

Corrective Actions 

QCI 1.22 and WBFIG-1 1 have been revised to clarify the requirements 
and instructions for the processing of each Tentative Transfer Punch 
List. In addition, QCI 1.25 now requires all drawings to be as 
constructed at the time of tentative transfer. As of December 17, 
1980, employees were instructed on the requirements to identify all 
Outstanding work and documentations on transfer punch lists.

A review process has 
December 17, 1980 to 
complete this review 
August 1, 1981.

been started an all transfers made before 
determine all incomplete items. TVA will 
and will have all incomplete items identified by
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